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Degree/ Diploma Programme 

Does your University/College accept the 
HKCEE and HKALE for admission to your 
University/College? 

Yes, HKCEE with 5 passing grades in college preparatory subjects. 

Yes, HKALE, depending upon subject scores, may equal up to one 
year of university-level course work. 

What are the entry requirements for a 
student with HKCEE and HKALE 
qualifications entering your 
University/College? 

HKCEE: requires 5 passes (E or higher) in college preparatory 
subjects. HKALE: may yield university transfer credit as determined by 
our credential evaluator after admission 

http://www2.ku.edu/~issfacts/prospective/international/  

Do students with HKCEE and HKALE 
qualifications have to sit an entrance 
examination to enter your 
University/College? 

Not for general admission. Either SAT or ACT scores are required for 
majors with selective admissions, including programs in the Schools of 
Architecture, Engineering, and Business. 

Is there a language proficiency test that 
students with HKCEE and HKALE 
qualifications wishing to enter your 
University/College must take? 

Not for admission. However before enrolling in university-level courses, 
all non-native English speakers must either provide sufficient TOEFL or 
IELTS scores or pass the KU English proficiency examination. Read 
the English proficiency policy here: 

http://www2.ku.edu/~issfacts/prospective/international/uad_lang.shtml

Is there a standard on an international 
English scale that students with HKCEE 
and HKALE qualifications wishing to enter 
your University/College must reach? 

Prior to enrollment in university-level courses, non-native English 
speakers must pass clearance through the KU Applied English  

Read the English policy here: 
http://www2.ku.edu/~issfacts/prospective/international/uad_lang.shtml

Are there any other tests that students 
with HKCEE and HKALE qualifications 
wishing to enter your University/College 
must take? When must they be taken? 

Schools of Architecture, Engineering and Business require SAT or ACT 
scores. School of Pharmacy requires PCAT exam. These tests must be 
taken prior to admission deadlines. 

Is there an entry quota that applies to 
students with HKCEE and HKALE 
qualifications wishing to enter your 
University/College? 

No quotas, although in some selective programs admission is limited to 
the most highly qualified candidates. 

 

Where can information be obtained on 
fees and other charges for students with 
HKCEE and HKALE qualifications wishing 
to enter your University/College? 

http://www2.ku.edu/~issfacts/prospective/international/uad_cost.shtml

Is consideration given to factors other than 
examination performance for overseas 
students wishing to apply for entry to your 
University/College? 

Yes, for scholarships and programs with selective admissions. Other 
factors include: grades on school mark sheets or transcript; SAT or 
ACT scores; essays; letters of recommendation. For Architecture and 
visual arts programs, a portfolio (slides are OK) is required and an 
audition tape or video is required for the performing arts. 

Does your University/College accept the 
International Baccalaureate? 

Yes 

Does your University/College accept 
students if they are under the age of 18 at 
the time of commencing studies? 

Yes 
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